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First Year

P_r_o~osal

The faculty has adopted a recommendation
of the Curriculum Committee to change the
Freshman Writing & Advocacy format by
eliminating the present "Instructor" position and creating an assistant deanship

nn Arbor, Michigan

University of Michigan Law School

ALOISERT, J.
The increasing tendency to litigate
every possible dispute in federal courts
is having a deleterious effect on the
administration of justice and is
leading-to a national rather than
federal judicial system, according to
Judge Ruggero Aldisert of the 3rd
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Aldisert, speaking at the Lawyer's
Club February 1, cited an unjustified
lack of confidence in state courts,
and the resultant frenzied manipulation
of means to get into federal courts
as major wrenches in the judicial
machinery today.
We are infected, he said, with "federal courtitis"--the idea "that somehow the federal courts will give you
a better reasoned disposition of your
case than state courts." And federal
judges have been pegged as "glamour
boys", ·getting all the "rave notices,''
he added; "while there is very little
literature lauding state courts and
much media criticism of them."

Adopted

to oversee the entire program. The new
program will carry two credits instead of
one, partially to compensate for the void
in the curriculum caused by eliminating
cont'd onp. 7
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Aldisert challenged the familiar
rationalization that "federal courts
are experts in constitutional problems,
and state courts have no expertise in
federal constitutional law." Many
states, he said, handle more criminal
indictments in a year than the whole
federal judicial system, and the
metropolitan courts in some states
handle more constitutional issues in
a day than the federal systet"!l does in
a week. "State judges have had to
become experts since the criminal
procedure revolution," he said.
In their headlong rush to get into
federal courts, litigants have greatly
distorted ~raditional jurisdictional
limits. Aldisert criticized a recent
decision holding that there is no
need to exhaust state remedies before
resorting to a federal forum and another
letting in a new flood of personal
injury/property damage cases. "Now,
as a result of the Lynch decision, a
litigant has a passport to a federal
court if he has a five dollar property
claim." The eagerness of some lawyers
to get into £ederal instead of state
courts has resulted in ''slips hod mixing of negligence and Fourteenth
Amendment deprivation cases," so that
a garden variety tort becomes a fed~
eral cause of action.
0

..-.~

"The public impression is that most
substantive judge-made law emanates
from Courts of Appeal and the Supreme
Court," Aldisert said. "I am not
prepared to say that the Court of
Appeals and the Supreme Court have
made more than modest contributions
to substantive law."

Aldisert also criticized the large
volume of civil complaints from
prisoners coming directly to federal
courts, although he emphasized that

SUMMER LAW SCHOOL IN PARIS
LYou re~right, hubby~/

WOMEN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

An international group of students and faculty will inaugurate the first summer law
school in Paris, France, devoted to the
study of international and comparative law.
Sponsored by the University of San Diego
School of Law and the Institut Catholique
de Paris, the six week English language
program meets all AALS and ABA requirements
to provide course credit at u.s. law schools
The program expects a student body composed
of American, Canadian, English, and French
law students and young lawyers. The faculty will echo this international flavor .•
Each course will have an American law pro-fessor with European experience as its
principal instructor. European professors
and practitioners will teach portions of
the courses and conduct guest seminars on
topics within their special expertise.

New off'icers for the Women Law
Students were eleoted Wednesday.
They are: Melissa Lee, President;
Gail Rubinfeld, Vice President;
Shirley Powers, Treasurerj Sue
Hart, Recorderj Val Sherman, Newsletter Editorj and Sue Bloca,
Public Relations Officer.
National Conference
The national conference of women in'
law school is being held at the
University of South Carolina during
the last weekend of our spring
break, March 16-18. If you are
going south for vacation and would
like to come back by way of
Columbia· for the conference, WLSA
will pay your $10 conference fee.
Also, Shirley Moscow would be will
ing to drive to the conference,
from Ann Arbor, if there are three
people who would like to share
the driving with her.

Classes will be held at the Institut Catholique d Paris, which is located on the
left ban~ ~e~r the Luxembou~g Ga~dens.
Rooms are available at the Cite Universitaire, a student housing complex convenient to the Institut.
Classes are scheduled only in the mornings
from July 2 to Aug. 10. While there will
be occasional afternoon seminars· and visits
to legal and law-related institutions,
most afternoons will be free to explore the
rich and varied life of Paris. French
conversation and civilization courses will
be available for interested participants
and their wives L;i~7. The law program
has-informal ties with an undergra~uate
teaching program. Joint ~our~ to ~nter~ _
esting places outside Par~s w~ll be ava~l
able some weekends.
Group flights from both the east and west
coasts will be arranged. Several weeks wi
will be available for travel in Europe
after the course is completed. A tuition
discount is available for early registration. For further information, WRITE:
Herbert Lazerow, Director, Institute on
International & Comparative Law, University
of San Diego, Alcala Park, San Diego; CA
92110
SENATE ELECTION RULES
cont'd from p.S
12) No candidates should spend more than
$25.00 on his/her campaign.

LAW SCHOOL MOVIE FEATURE
The Baby Maker, starring Barbara
Hershe;y (the "sweetest kid on the
block") and Sam Groom (a married .
white male) in a gripping saga of
feverish fetal fabrication. Time i
Magazin~ calls it, "An Unconventi~
Movie ••• " Bo Burt calls it, "Uncod
stitutional." Don't miss a chance!
to see this one Friday nite at 7,91
11, Rm. ;J-00 HH. L.s. pay zip. Out·f
castes 75¢.
·
LAW QUAD DANCE-MIXER --Lawyers .Club Lounge, Friday, Feb.2l

----~today)_. _La~ Studel}_ts_ free; the :
uninitiated, four bits.
plied by Joust Unltd.

Vibes suJ

13) The Board of Governors position (1)
is a two year term open to Freshmen only.
NOTB': Anyone running for this position
must plan to be in school for the next
two years.
14) All candidates will be listed as
individuals.
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he will soon attack most of the
efforts in this area as well and his
article and speeches do not limit
themselves to non-traditional poverty
law activity.

LAWYERS GUILD:

Legal Services
~t}.jjD>
NIXON ENDING LEGAL SERVICES FOR
tHE POOR
(from a paper by Alan W. Houseman
of the Detroit Chapter of the
National Lawyers Guild and Director,
Michigan Legal Services Assistance
Program)
In a new attempt to control the
courts, President Nixon has determined
to emasculate, if not eliminate
Legal Services for the Poor. Today
Legal Services faces a strug·gle. for
its existence far greater than 1ts
previous struggles ••• The stru~g~e
is not solely around what adm1n1strative albatroses will be imposed or
even what excellent programs must
be saved. The struggle is now around
the survival of "legal services,"
a concept of legal aid which seeks
to provide·•to the poor not only
competent representation and access
to the courts but also seeks to assist
the poor in obtaining some minimal
increase in power within our society .••
I. ATTACKS ON LEGAL SERVICES
Attacks on legal services are not
new. However, their intensity and
visibility have increased substantially
within the last 6-8 months.
Vice-President Agnew attacked legal
services in the September issue of
the ABA journal and has made
numerous speeches subsequent to
that attacking what he calls
"ideological vigilantes" who owe
no allegiance to a client and who
do not serve the needs of clients.
He has singled out law reform efforts
of legal services attorneys particularly those focusing on problems (such
as prison reform, school issues,
women's rights, anti•war movement,
free speech issues) which do not fit
into the welfare, housing, consumer,
divorce mold. I have no doubt that

Far mo-re important, -in actuality,
are the actions being taken by the
new Acting Director of OEO, Howard
Phillips, a former organizer for
YAF and one of the most reactionary
of the Nixon people. Phillips has
begun a series of steps which are
not only dismantling the program
but are specifically designed to
route out those programs and attorneys who are involved in active,
aggressive "law reform" representation.
It is not clear whethe~ these steps
~re part of a plan devised by higher
administration officials or just
the actions of Phillips, but he has
been given the freedom to ac~.

A.

EMASCULATION OF LAW REFORM

Howard Phillips ••• has begun a direct
attack on the law reform activity
of legal services. First, he is
seeking to eliminate or emasculate
the state and national back-up centers.
Not only have the severe budgetary
restrictions been placed upon back-up
centers limiting their grants to
one month-three month periods, but
centers who face refunding at the
moment have been told that they may
not be refunded at all. The national
office has begun to raise questions
about the political party affiliation of the staff and directors
of the national centers. Their work
product has been attacked, not because it was professionally competent
or outside the scope of legal services, but because it conflicted
with the aims and goals of the present
administration. Indeed, the more
successful the center before the
courts, the more it is attacked.

In addition, back-up centers have
been told that their activities
will be strictly limited to assistance
to local programs and that they will
be unable to carry on legislative
activity and representation of
national groups (e.g., the Center on
Social Welfare Policy and Law represents NWRO). There has been consider. able discussion as well about disconi-. d ne_x_t page
page thzee

mantling of the present centers
and replacing them Wltn one large
national back-up center controlled
by the national office of OEO and
responsive in all its actions to the
Nixon Administration. That center
would speak before Congress and
federal agencies for the poor.
Secondly, Phillips has had develop~
ed for him an intellectual position
paper - written by Marshall Boarman
(a non-lawyer) - which sets out a
rationale for the actions he is taking
both in regard to back-up centers and
in regard to all law reform activities
of legal services. The paper discusses
the legislative history of legal services with the assertion that law
reform was not sanctioned by Congress
and then goes on to argue that it is
impermissible and possibly unconstitutional for the federal government
to fund a program which seeks to give
one segment of society -- the poor -both litigational and legislative
assistance denied other segments of
society. The paper also argues that
law reform seeks to redistribute
economically the wealth of society
and increase the bargaining power
of the poor. Instead, Boarman suggests
that the only legitimate activity
of legal services lawyers is to assert
the presently recognizable legal
rights of the poor and assure that
they are protected .•. but not to seek
to change these legal rights or
increase the relative position of
the poor within society.
B. BUDGETARY AND PERSONNEL CHANGES
Every program is presently facing a
number of critical budgetary restrictions.
On January 31st, 1973, Howard Phillips
sent several telegrams to regional
offices which required regional
offices to take the following steps
relating to grant proposals.

2. The authority to approve tne
.
obligation of funds for grants of
assistance to all officials subordinate
to Howie Phillips has been rescinded.
No such fund shall be obligated
wi~tout the approval of the director
of UEO.
3. All grants for which funding expired prior to January 28, 1973,
which funds had not been released
prior to January 28, 1973, may be
refunded for a period not to exceed
February 28, 1973 .••
4. All new grants would be refunded
only for a 30 day period.
5. All grants for which funding
expired after February 28 but for
which funds were not released prior
to January 28, were not to be refunded
prior to February 28.

6. All spending was to be held to a
minimum and could not exceed the average
monthly expenditures reported during
the last 12 months. No new program
or program components could be
initiated or expenditures occurrwd
by any grantee.
7. In addition, these telegrams were
interpreted by the Treasury Department to prohibit them from releasing
all grant funds for programs who
were funded independently of CAP
agencies. Thus, many legal services
programs around the country, which
are funded directly and not through
CAP agencies, did not receive their
quarterly checks in early February.
There is, of course, a contractual
relationship involved and no steps
have been taken to terminate any of
these programs. They have no money
to operate and certainly cannot
function under such restrictive
budgetary limitations.

Obviously an office cannot function
with funding only assured for one
month or even three months. It canna;
hire, plan for the future, or even
~
carry
on
present
litigation.
It
~
1. No grantee could be funded for a
certainly cannot take on any new
~
period exceeding June 30, 1973,
cases
no
matter
how
pressing
the
@
unless they were already funded.
needs of the clients. Moreover,
~
the director and many of the staff
"'·
spend most of their time preparing
~
reports attempting to justify their 8
existence, a:process which becomes
page four
~

increasingly more difficult each
new month.
What is created is a "Catch 22"
the more competent the center,
the less chance of refunding -the more hurdles placed in the way
of operating a program the less
able to justify your existence on
the basis of past performance.
In addition to these budgetary
restrictuions, numerous personnel
changes have been made in Washington. The Acting Director, Ted
Tetzlaff, was fired on Monday of this
week. He was replaced by a former
New England Life Insurance Executive, Lawrence McCarty. Prior to
that, Phillips had imposed new staff
on the agency, all of whom had no
legal services experience, many of
whom were not lawyers (Marshall Boarman was appointed to head evaluations),
and some of whom were already antagonistic to legal services. One
appointment .•• was c9ncerned that
legal services should not do divorce
because it undermined the role of
the family. None of these appointments support an aggressive legal
services program even in theory.
C.

NEW LEGISLATION

The Nixon Administration has continued to indicate that it will introduce a bill creating an independent
corporation to run legal services,
which will be independent of politics.
The budget requests for OEO contained
71.5 million dollars, enough to continue most programs at the present
level, although 2.3 million less
than last fiscal year. As of yet no
new bill has been introduced, Moreover,
rumor has been circulating throughout Washington that legal services
may be transferred to the states
and become a part of revenue sharing
(whatever that would mean). Obviously, transfer to revenue sharing
would, in most states and localities,
result in total emasculation of the
program.

Before he was fired, Ted Tetzlaff told
several of us that no new corporation
bill would receive administration
support unless is contained the
following: appointment of the board
by the President without controls;
a prohibition on on-duty political
activity (similar to what is now in
existence); a provision in the legislation empowering the corporation to
prohibit off-duty political activity;
a complete ban on criminal representation including the information and
indictment stafe; a prohibition on
legislative advocacy unless requested
by a legislator (a far more limited
role than today possible where you
can represent client groups.).
II. ANALYSIS

Because legal services cannot be transferred by statute to any other agency
(HEW or LABOR) except GSA (for the
purpose of liquidation), the administration has the supporters of legal
services caught in a bind. Either
they must accept a corporation and
attempt to get the best possible
deal with the administration or the
program will cease to function.
This assumes that it is impossible
to completely save OEO although that
will surely be an effort made by Congress to do that, an effort which many
believe is futile.
In addition, the present actions of
the administration relating to budget
cuts and failure to receive funds
when under contractual obligations
to do so, suggests tra t efforts are
being made to substantially undermine the program in its present fo~_
and create complete upheava 1 administratively,
thus assuring that whatever new corporation is formed will
begin with legal services in chaos
and without the strong unity and
leadership necessary to struggle
for control of the corporation.

The attacks on legal services have
forced it to go begging to the ABA
for assistance. President Meserve
of the ABA will be seeking a meeting "0
with the White House soon to discuss oi.J
the present harrassment tactics and
~
0
the need for a corporation which is
o
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bringing suits to the courts which
raise issues contrary to the
administration point of view.

polit·ically independent. However,
he may visit the White House only
with ABA officials and not include
legal services spokesman. Thus,
the ABA may be in a position of
negotiating the future of legal
services with the Nixon Administration without any bargaining power
or leverage from legal services
attorneys or the poor.

,·~

To respond to the present crisis,
legal services attorneys (without
any attem.pt at a representative
election) have revitalized Action
for Legal Rights (ALR) and have
hired a lawyer (Noel Klores) to
work to save legal services. Klores
does have some connections with
former OEO directors, Carlucci and
Rumsfeld. He indicated in a discussion last week that his strategy
was to first stop the harrassment
and then to seek the introduction
and P,assage of legislation creating
a corporation acceptable to legal
services.
To stop the harrassment, Klores
felt that we could only harra~
back. Thus, efforts will be made
by liberal Congressmen to hold
numerous hearings on legal services
forcing Phillips and others to contend with adverse Congressional
reaction and press. House hearings
are s,cheduled for February 21 and
26; no.Senate hearings have as yet
been scheduled. In addition, a
number of lawsuits are being planned.
One would seek to enjoin Phillips
from terminating funding without
meeting the statutory requirements
(hearing) and contractual obligations.
Others would focus upon the 30 day
funding limitations and oth2r restrictions imposed by Phillips on January
31, which are not authorized by the
statute creating OEO.
What is happening is clear. The
efforts to stop legal services
are an effort to control the courts.
The administration cannot get at
the courts as easily as it thought-the Nixon Court continues to act
contrary to administration viewpoint
but it can take steps to assure
that there are fewer activitists

i~

-*'

EQUAL JUSTICE FOR THE POOR: The
Rights of Legal Service Attorneys
A great deal of the criticism leveled
at legal services activities involves
the kinds of res~onses that have
been devised to client problems. While
it is conceded that almost all of
the activities complained of are
appropriate for lawyers, the
critics assert that those same
activities are somehow inappropriate because of the source of the
funding for legal services.

It is absolutely essen~ial to the
concept of equal justice that the
range of legal services available
to low income clients not differ
in kind from that which is available
to all other clients. The imposition of restrictions on the ability
of the legal services attorney to
respond to his client's needs
is not only unethical but
contrary to the very concept
of equal justice as well. Therefore,
the low income client must be
guaranteed that he will not be
subjected to a legal system in which
he is denied tools and mechanisms
which are routinely available to
his adversaries.
cont~-ori p.~
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PROPOSAL
cont'd from p.l
Con Law I as a mandatory first year
__
·coutsiL·- (Aworking·a·raft- o:f.the--T~gi;: i
ladon and tentative implementat~PI\ .·. .
t
plans, courtesy o£~~ 4!ommrt:te:e-,~.:i[Ji:=-:.
l

-~· - ··

Economists have always seemed pecul-,
iar:lyvulrterable t6 the criticism
that their 'theories lack sufficient
sophisti!eatton to' be of 'any practical ·USfh ;But such a. qualification
cannot ex·plain the following, ··ql1i'te
incredibleparasrat;)h that SISt ran
across' by 'Wayne s-r:ate University ·
u~ban e¢onomist ,_ Wilbur :R:. -·Thompson,
appear-tng ·:in the CE.:D conf•ererice'- ·
publication• "The Na1:iona.r Sy'st:ein
of Cities as an Object of Public
Policy,'' (1972.), p. 1021 · ' ,, ,
.

., .

Today, it- is more the limf.ted variety
.-and low quality of local-employment . ,
opportunities in the smaller urban
area that cte~tes cau-se for'concer~.'
The narrow·· range of occ'upatf~ns- t)i?i::'"·
emanate from 'a narr6w 'product base- c'offed 'little ·opportunity- for~pgra4-:-'
ing on thejob, a still important ai~ '
ternative to formal educatioi1• B\lt,.
probably most important of all~ ..
_.
especia-lly in days to ·coiile, is th.e '-·
placetrierit ·problem posed by- the. 'higqly
educated husband and wife team -- · ·
prof~ssional or technical labour ·fn
joint .supply. -If females would resign
themselves to roles as :teachers ~d
nurses, if .they insist on becoming- ed-uL.
ca ted and professional, joint placemetlt
would l;>e easier .. There are sc•hools·
everywhere and a clinic, ;if no't a
hospital, almost everywhere.
'· ·

__ pears

foqow~ng~-~~-~~--.~t~~.le·;.r',:;'_~:_~,

. The newly. en.9.cted ,p~oposaLreises;:-:t:woi
sets of qu~~U9n!J •. The~;firstH,illi!t~~d
~CI be dealt with as· the proposal·; iB:;:s;o:
;i:mpl~ented., ·."The second.Jare .qfiesti&i\~:
:·~~plicitly answered' by the:·.passag~'ofA
, , , :~he proposal. its'elf'!'.oquestiortthib&Ut!cl51
priorities and aims of legal3educafii&rt.
' ... '·'fhe ·~Jar 'ies,erva't'i6n e~p_tes~;~d ·~b~ut ~
1
_'the ·'iillp l;ehien'i:a tion, ,o'('thl\! '~_eW, ~~P~~~ 1
; ··
. . :~:~ '~hst ,se~Hn~s-,' .aJrea,~~CJ>~r:~e?~f\ ·hi,-.~
' !.. •
o~h~r ·c~~~t~en,ts/, ~Y;l,b~ ..J~'7fllbl~. -~~h~e
, ·· ·: ,J. ,up the_ .slack ~a,ur~e~:' b~ ~h~~nP:~it.t!\g y·r 1; :.
··instructors--a: move part~ally prompted
:::, by._,,l?udgetary considerae:tons ::-' :I@fV'fiJ:glm
sepior~ -.s~inar. credit )and :givi!ag 1 ffiem
~~re .~ndepend,ence and ·,fle:li::fibtlli:tfy '-iJir..<J
,;:; ,pl,~nning for their.clindivi:dua:l seefi6ri'S.
_1'!.4~. Q~en.. sqggested: as: ·a . w.a-y. "'1E. 'tfr:.'a'voi.d.·.· ._,_:r:
';thi~~-- ;probl~-.
.; -~ r: ~- ,:··. : _·_; ':• ~; ~1 ~J i·:;.-~l)'
_,,_ -·
.. .
.
.
"1

--. !"

' :!'<

j

'

~

,·:

: _r ::; ·- 1

·

, ~,

I

\
•

i

I

l

e~!. -~ ~~11!. _!;.~DQ~.:c~-~~-mak~-r ~_j

"The preS
y_s
.. ---··senior 'Judges more clerks than teachers,
and to dampen their enthusiasm and:,
innovation," said Prof.: James Maif€iii,
the faculty member most involved with
this year 1 s program. Martin ..said . the
concern that senior judges will not be
able :to meet the added r-espohs'ibiHfies
"is . a worry''· but added,· "I-~ni• hoping :sbme
of- the. enthusiasm I've seen in: the ;cihdergradu~te teaching progra.in cart''be' l
generate-d here. Attached to' th~ prc)gram wil_l_ be- a Seminar; i t IS ncft a bOgUS
thing~-it will meet and deal' wfth pt'oblems of: legal education~''.
·, '
;_.' ~ -: ;. :

S:ince this specific proposlii has a:ir~ady
been adopted; the- benefit of dis6u~iHng
its potential' shortcomings. i:Les'! itiJ artticipating and building iri ·s.ifeguard$f\';,
against these problems.: :The: progriiln;
even •after adoption of the ·new>•recdm~
mendation.:wt11.- be in a 'state nf ·flu*~'
"There is no suggestion," Mcirdri-·sai~,
"that this thing is locked in or has to
go ahead, ·for the -next two or
y~ars
unchanged~' .Tf· anything,· ce'xacHy 'ilii::
opposite·Ji:s •true.-~ Wit-hi the WEhit"a:ssfitant
1
dean, hopef-ully change is bUfirt'·::f-rlto the
system- because·of 'the corit'i_~~iti·c11;' c'.;
.,
'' _,·.
. corit'd-on .·p.lO

'three:

';, ;-~ _;-

I

-·

' • ·1 I_

1,_• •

1
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can be done for the client, rather,
the aspiration is to do as much as
possible for the client.
Lawyers Guild Notices
1. IMPORTANT. GeneralMeeting of the Guild
will be held Tuesday, Feb. 25 at 7:30
in Rm. 116 HH. The meeting will discuss
Guild activities for the rest of the
semester and a report will be given on the
1973 National Convention held last week in
Austin, Texas. A discussion of Justice
Rhenquist's judicial philosophy will also
take place.
Defending the Accused, the weekly seminar series sponsored by the Detroit
Guild continues Thursday, March 1 at 8:30 p.rr
p.m. in classroom 101, Wayne State Univ. Law
School. This will cover the defense's case,
jury instructions, closing arguments, and

Lawyers in both the public and private
sectors are forced to temper their
desire to do everything possible in
a given case by considerations of effectiveness and available resources. Legal
services attorneys serving an identified
client community with a critically
scarce resource face a special problem.
That problem obliges the attorney to
seek the most good for greatest number.

2.

-

.

'

.

misdemeanor bench trials. The series is
excellent and admission is cheaper for
Guild members than for non-members. If
you plan on attending, post your name and
phone number on the Guild Bulletin Board
under the Library in order that rides can
be co-ordinated.

MORE
JUSTICE FOR THE POOR
cont'd from p. 6
Much of the critical fire heaped
on legal services in recent months
has focused on law reform activities.
Response is made difficult by the
fact that the term "law reform"
does not precisely describe a
particular kind of activity. Indeed
people with differing political
and legal philosophies disagree on
what the term includes. Most of the
analytical models suggested are
helpful only in an after-the-fact
categorization ratber than as a
screening device. In any event,
what is really at stake is the kind
of response the attorney makes to
his client's problem.
It has been suggested that legal
services attorneys go farther than
is absolutely necessary to resolve
a client problem. Implicit in
this criticism is the motion that
legal services clients should be
afforded the minimum services.
Valid professional objectives
do not begin with the least that

The legal system has recognized the
need for a systematic approach to
common problems, whether through "class
action" litigation, administration
rule-making, or legislation. All are
devices available to lawyers acting
on behalf of clients; each has been
used to the benefit of the clients of
legal services.
The courts have provided for class
action litigation in cases in which
there are many individuals with identical claims. Often the individual
claim, important as it may be to the
client, does not appear to warrant
the cost of litigation. On the other
hand, the commencement of many cases
seeking similar relief against a
particular defendant based upon common
facts would clog the calendars of the
courts and conserve substantial judicial and attorney energies. Accordingly,
attorneys both in private practice
and legal services have advised clients
to commence action on behalf of a
class. The result has been that
attorneys and the courts have resolved
matters affecting many people efficiently
and effectively. Perhaps the controversy about legal services lawyers
bringing class actions results from
the remarkable rate of success in such
legal services litigation; it should
be noted, however, that the vast majority of class actions are brought by
private counsel for individual clients •
Similarly, clients have always turned
to lawyers to represent them in rulemaking proceedings before administrative and in the process of drafting
and revising legislation. Legal services lawyers have represented clien~s
in such matters, or where patterns of
problems have emerged, sought to resolve
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-----PLACEMENT

NO'I'IGES
ATTENTION: Important Notice

!££

Candidates

Candidates for positions on the Law School
Student Senate must submit their campaign
statements (if they want one) to B£! Gestae
by Feb. 26, 1973 if they wish to be included
in the pre-election issue of R.G. 100 words
maximum. .Also if you have no statement but
do want to run AND have obtained the requisite signatures (see the following Election
Rules), please notify R.G. of your name and
the position you are seeking.
STUDENT SENATE
ELECTION RULES

NEWS

Videotaped interviews for California - later in
the spring an attorney from L.A. will visit our
school to video-tape interviews with first and
second year students interested in working in
California. He is representing a number of sma~l
firms in California who are interested in hiring
Michigan people, but cannot afford the time and ·
expense of recruiting in the traditional manner.
First year students will be interviewed for
clerkship positions for summer 1 74, and second
year students will be interviewed for permanent
positions after graduation. (The time lag is
necessary for the tapes to be duplicated and
distributed to interested firms.) ALL INTERESTED
STUDENTS ARE ASKED TO COME TO THE PlACEMENT OFFICE i
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, SO THAT WE'LL HAVE AN IDFA
'
OF THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO WILL PARTICIPATE.

***************

1) The LSSS elections will be held on
March 6, 1973 between the hours of 9:00
VISTA will be here on March 5 to interview people
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in front of Room 100
interested in their program. Sign-up begins on
in Hutchins Hall, and from 5:00 p.m. to
Monday, Feb. 26.
6:00 p.m. in the Law Club Lobby.
2) Nominating petitions for members-atIRWIN MANAGEMENT COMPANY will interview on Mar. 7.
large and officer pesitions may be picked
A description of the position is on the bulletin
up at the front desk of the Law Club on
board outside the Placement Office.
Feb. 19th.
***************
3) All petitions shall be turned in at
the front desk of the Law Club by 12:00
BULLETIN BOARD NOTICES - we're getting lots of
p.m., March 1, 1973.
openings in the mail, and you are urged to keep
4) All petitions shall require twenty
checking the bulletin board for new items.
(20) signatures of bona fide law students
excepting the presi~'s, which shall
HARVARD SURVEY of Public Interest Opportunities require forty (40) signatures.
the first installment has arrived, and is in the
5) All candidates who are listed on the
Placement Office.
ballot may have their pictures taken by
**************
the senate photographer. The pictures
will be displayed on the day of the eIf you've taken a job and not yet reported it to
lection. Dates and times for this will
our office - please do so. Forms are available
be posted.
in the Placement Office and on the table outside
6) All candidates for officer positions
Room 100.
will also have their names listed for
members-at-large.
[ITGraduates in law and engineering had 'no
7) The candidates for each officer poproblems,' said Nancy Krieger, director of
sition who receive the plurality of votes
U-M
Law School placement ... "
for that position will be deemed the
-- University Record
winner.
February 19, 1973 .
8) The seven (7) candidates for the memYeah, those who got jobs.
ber-at-large positions who have received
J.L. & The Firehouse
the highest number of votes and who have
not been elected to an officer position
Gang;}
shall be elected members-at-large.
9) Write-in candidates may run for any
position.
.
10) All campaigning material ~ust be
removed by the day after the election.
11) No campaigning within 20 feet of
the polls will be permitted.
con't on P• 2
page nine

cont 'd from p. 7
There has been some attempt to look at
systems in other law schools, but the
general impression is that dissatisfaction with present writing or legal
research programs, or at least desire
to improve them, is widespread, and
Dean St. Antoine said he regularly gets
requests from other law schools seeking
suggestions about ways to improve their
research and writing offerings.

PROPOSAL

But the larger questions raised--the
directions we are taking in legal education and the priorities we are choosing for resource allocation--also remain.
For example, are these process or experience related courses and programs
(including clinical law) worth the expenditures already made on them and
should they be getting a bigger cut of
the pie? If so, which other areas should
be pared down? And what sort of faculty
commitments will changes entail?
"I think the faculty around here likes
to play with ideas," Martin said. "That
is why they are here, where there is '·
more constant intellectual challenge
than in practice. Writing is essentially
a process course, ancl presents problems
similar to getting faculty involvement
in the clinical law program. A process
course isn't~~ bad, it's just not
the sort of thing you want to make a
career of."

cal behavior by attorneys, whether in
private practice, local legal services·
programs or national back-up centers, ':
by the standards of professional conduct, the grievance machinery of the
private bar, and the disciplinary pow~
er of the courts. In addition, the
legal services attorney is subject
to the supervision of a project director
and the oversight of a Board of Directors
consisting of attorneys and others from
the community served. The quality of
the professional services offered by
a legal services program is also subject to evaluation by its funding
source as well as a condition of continued support. Thus the legal services
lawyer is fully subject to all professional ethical restrictions on his
conduct; further restrictions would
deny his client full representation of
counsel and are totally unwarranted
in light of the highly professional
representation provided by the legal
services program to date.

Since the exact plans for implementing
this proposal are still tentative, but
especially since the whole direction of
legal education may be undergoing especially careful scrutiny at this time,
feedback from RG readers is encouraged.
--jm
Justice for Poor
cont 'd from p.8·
them in the agency or legislature involved. Lawyers have traditionally
gone much further, working through
bar associations and other organizations without any relationship to clients, seeking major change in public
policies ranging from no-fault insurance to major changes in penal codes.
The community, and the individual
client, are protected against unethipage ten

ALDtSERT
cont'd from p. 1
h~s quarrel is only with-l:he choice
of forums and not the suits themselves.
"The reality is thaestate courts send
state ·"prisoners to prisons, yet federal courts. have to listen to their complaints~ · ..since ~tate judges send
them t.ci' prl.sons., they have a responsibility t;6:;ans~er their complaints.
The r~·torms h~e 'to come from the
11
states •
,'"",!

-,

This :r~·· brily symptomatic of a larger
failure on ·the part of some state'
officials, ~s ~lclisett: sees it. '~I
flatly~;i::l}~rge rna:riy of them with abdicating theirresponsibilities," he said.
"These 'g{,vernol:i~J, legi·s lator s, school
board dffi.ciars ~ etc.. .have as much
duty tq.:. i.iph¢ld the federal Consti.tution
as we do. A good case can be JIIllde,that
these official$ are copping out,_ ducking these hard ~issue..s, and, leaving the
dirty work to thefedera:l courts.
:~

.

''My caution is f:itst. li~th havin~ _the
judiciary involved with so many areas
of government today. I question the
Pavlovian recourse to the courts,
using the Fourteenth amendment to
question the political decisions of
elected representatives of the people."
But Aldisert was not claiming that
the courts do not deal with "political
questions" -- he agreed with Wechsler
that they constantly do "in the sense
that the decisions involve a choice
between comp.eting values' which the
courts must'either condemn or eortdone.''
Another reason for the explosion of
cases heard·by federal courts is the
ever-increas.ing .number of activities
defined a~ '):ederal crimes .or made' subject to federal jurisdiction.
"Scratch a (:ongressional·Record and
out comes:a bill suggesting new ~oci
etal regulation~ with civil remedies
and criminal penalties ~11-- under
federal jur:Lsdiction," ~ldisert said.
"With Depa,ttmeri.~ of Jus~:j.;ce .st.rike
forces operat:ln~ ·all ov~r the ~ountry,
with electronic su):veillance, with the
growth of :federal enfori!~ent agencies
of a 11 kinds,, w~ ·d~ily wi.:t.ness. prosecution of 6ffenses"w~ichw.hen y<>u were
L
'

~

I

J- ;..

::,

in college were simply traditional
state crimes. We're drifting toward
nationalism rather than pure federalism in our j1-1dicial '~ystem~:·~ ·
~~

·.

' . ' : . . _,•

:~ .. ·.·;·

f:. '··

.~

Aldisert did .not
c0l'QI.i\¢nt
di,t:~ctly on
. ·.·
.
·.
.''
the proposal:fot.:cre-at1ng Bi,:Uew super
court of- appeals to pEdp af~ejiate the
burden on the . Supreme :~cQurf,,~! ~Jnce he
is .a member of .i:lie j~dliial- 'policy
making body dee1~ing w~tp thi:S. ~:. But
the thrust Qf hia speech was:' fhat there
definitely i~ .a ~ork'.: ~erloa~,; that
the change might :best ci>me ::f~C:i[n the
bottom up. :Re_sponding ;~o ;;, §~gestion
· that Justice Douglas:d.t:d n~~·~_eem to
think the Court was Oy:ej-worJ<ecf at all,
Aldisert said, ~~.Jllst~ce,,Do~$!~is is
n:ot overburdened -~-- be: has :tot:al recall
;£cases, citat;o,ns, ::e~s· ':EY~!'yone
else in the federal j'udi.cial: system
is, Justice Ooug fas fan~,t :_b;,eo/orked."
He· later affirmed thaf lie Va" :not being
facetious in the le~s.t·;; ··an<J/tl:iat
Douglas is. one ~f t~e. $'l"ea):~~ti; legal
minds he has known.
~

··-•")

Aldisert said he likes his job because
it carries life tenure. But he added
"I'm not sure that as a citizen I like
having decisions made by judges who
are so damned independent that they
don't have to answer to anybody. In
the name of liberty and justice, we
are getting some philosophical autocratic decisions.n
--jm
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The Faculty

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

RE:

~

3. The Committee, after consideration of (a) the appropriate
course load which ~ight be required under the First Year
Program (b) the possibilities for increased emphasis and
improvement of required training in writing, research and
advocacy in the First Year Program, and (c) the option of
requiring the substitution of either an elective, or a
required, two hour course as a substitute for the deleted
Constitutional Law requirement, proposes the following:

2. Approval of the recommendation resulted in reduction
of the required First Year course load to 28 hours from
the prior 30 hours.

-1-

-2-

Respectfully submitted,
Olin Browder
Robert Burt
Edward Cooper

Lee Goodwin '75
William Harris 1 74
Catherine LeRoy '73
Alan Polasky, Chairman

The Committee appreciates that hasty decisions are undesirable and that other alternatives may be suggested.
We ask only that the time element be kept in mind.

1. Under the Committee's proposal the First Year Program
will consist of a total of 29 hours of course credit. The
proposal contemplates that the Writing and Advocacy Program
will place increased emphasis on the development of skill
in writing and will extend over both the Fall and Winter
terms. Within the limits of administrative feasibility,
the Committee suggests that the course load between the

C~t:

Implementation of any effective Program requires adequate
lead time and benefits from early planning (preferable before the end of the Winter term and certainly before the
beginning of the Fall term). If instructors are to be
hired by Professor Martin he must make offers at the earliest
possible opportunity.

D. The element of Time:

All members of the Committee would agree that neicher
of the two alternative ffiethods of implemer.tation guarantees
the optimum program; we differ only as to the relative
desirability of avail'able alternatives. The choice is not
unlike that faced by some voters in choosing between presidential candidates.

Several faculty members of the Committee feel that the
risks inherent in"entrusting major responsibility to Senior
law students, in view of competing demands upon their ti~e
and their limited experience (among othEr potential ri~i:s)
may suggest the desirability of continuing to utilize fulltime instructors (as at present); nevertheless, they do
not oppose the proposed program for 1973-74. \~e no::e that
Professor Mart in has exoressed concern civer the con: i::med
availability of qualifi~d applicants for instructorships
in future years and Dean St. Antoine has indicated that
continuation of the Clinical program will impose increased
budgetary pressures during 1973-74.

Parts III-V set forth a plan for implementation which
is concurred in by Professor Martin (who has advised and
consulted with the Committee throughout its consideration
of the Writing and Advocacy Program). The Cammittee is
fully cognizant of the fact that the proposal depends
heavily on responsible and effective implementation by personnel selected as outlined in Part IV, but feels that the
Program has a reasonable probability for improving the
Program.

2. Attached to this report, as Appendix "A" is a'Writing
and Advocacy Program Proposal" setting forth, in greater
detail, the reasoning underlying the Committee recommendation.

two terms be balanced by offering Criminal Law and Torts
as a one-semester course in alternative terms (first year
students taking one in the Fall term and the other in the
Winter term).

2. During 1973-74 the Writing and Advocacy Program be
administered by Senior Case Club Judges, under the supervision of an Assistant Dean. Proposed implementation is
set forth in Appendix A (III-V).

1.

'~he Writing and Advocacy Program, currently carrying
1 hour of credit, shall be a required course in the First
Year program and shall carry two hours of course credit
during 1973-74 and thereafter."

B. Recommendation:

C.

Proposal

1. At its December 8, 1972 meeting, the Faculty approved
the recommendation of the Committee that "Constitutional
Law I will be taught as a required first-year course for
the last time in 1972-73. In subsequent years it will be
offered as a three-hour elective."

A. Background

First Year Program Recommendation

DATE: February 8, 1973

FROM: Curriculum Committuo -- Report #J

TO:

. . -~ . . . . . . Orlf.al~

/

I.

Appendix A
Curriculum Con~ittee:

The Present First Year Program:

First Year Program

Few would dispute the desirability of an effective progra~
of instruction in writi.ng and advocacy. The histo::y of prior
programs here \and at other law schools) reveals ireq-.:ent al- .
teration and less than a full measure of s~ccess and satisfaction. Such programs, at least where deened =est s~ccessful
by relative standards, carry significant cos:s, ~oth in terT.S
of dollars and devotion of instructional tir..e (to -::::e o;:<tent
that a relatively low student-instructor ratio see::-.s r-.ecessary).
Quite apart from "institutional costs·" (allccatic:-. c: financial
and time/effort resources of the School), :ac~lty I!lEI!l=ers at
major law schools have not always exhibited an ~n~ense ciesire
to devote a major portion of their tine and energy to this type
of activity. Absent assurance of a major instit\.!tional and
faculty commitment in terms oi allocation of effort of existing
faculty personnel or a major commitment of financial resources
to provide other instructional resources, a program T.ust be
designed to provide the best implementation within the existing
framework.
-5-

1. The appropriate utilization of time in the First
Year program and the appropriate "load",

B. The student course load should, to the extent f~asible,
be adjusted to bring the Fall and '.-linter ter.:-.s i:1to appropriate
balance. We '"ou ld suggest, without ho,~ever forr..a lly incorpor:<t1ng ~he recommendation for faculty a?proval at t~is ti~e. that
the Torts course be offered as a unified co~rse in the Winter
term; rather than as the present divided c=ieri~g (2 h~1.:r Fall,
3 hour Winter). [On balance, the advantages cf e~\.!alization
of load seem to out,..,eigh the desirability of the present pattern,
or other alternatives. \ole realize that an intr.::Jc-.;c:ion co Torts
in the Fall term has pedagogic values and that s:-.if:ing t::e en.tire course to the Winter term ~ay create __~affing prc~lems}.

The Writing Program should be allocated increased importance, content and credit (2 hnurs in lieu of the present
.1 hour); the First Year program will thus carry 29 crc·dit
hours: The view has been expressed by both Faculty members
and students that a disproportionate work load has been allocate.d to the First Year. (Currently we require 30 ho1.:rs of
a total of 82 hours required for graduation; as revised, the
First Year would require 29 hours versus 53 for the other 2
years).
·

A.

Tentative conclusions:

C. Reconsideration of the First Year. Writing Progra::{ involves
basic decisions in s.everal areas: (1) Ains ar-.ci Con~ent (2)
Structural Organization for Instruction Units, (3) Instructional Personnel. Ti~e factqrs affecting staffing and planning have necessitated intensive consideration by the Corr.mictce
in light of the desirability of an early faculty decision which
will permit ad~inistrative imple~entation of faculty decisions.

II.

of First Year Proeram, as areended bv deletin$
of Con. Law I (2 hcur1l - Basic Alcernacives:

Arnend~ent

-4-

(c) permitting students to elect a course or seminar
from the regular upper-class curriculum, either from
a limited choice or from a wide-open selection governed only by permission of the instructor.
·

(b) a newly designed "legal process" course, which
could take a number of different forms, including ·
one designed as a "tie-in" "contempory application"
analysis of current social and economic problems as
they relate to the various First Year courses, or

(a) substitution of a traditional, though redesigned,
course for all First Year students in the Winter
semester~ or

3. Potential for injection of new material, by way of,
for example:

2. Possible redesign and revitalization of the First
Year "writing-research-case club" program,

There are several distinct (discrete) but interrelated
facets of the rirst Year progra~ which merit consideration
in the proposal to be made to the Faculty. These break
down, roughly, into the following:

B.

In addition, the current Writing program carries one credit
hour for a remaining total of 28 hours in the First Year.

·
As a result of the decision of the Faculty to drop
Constitutional Law I, presently scheduled as a two credit
hour offe~ing in the Winter semester, the First Year program appears as follows:
FALL
WINTER
Contracts 3 hours
Contracts 3 hours
Property 3 hours
Property 3 hours
Procedure 3 hours
Procedure 3 hours
Torts
2 hours
Torts
3 hours·.
Criminal
Law
4 hours
15 hours
12 hours

A.

Background of Proposal:

·committee Draft:

(Appendix A) - page 2
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IV.

III.

3

Personnel:
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Judges will be compensated for instruction time, as at
present. In addition they may be required to participate in
a credit seminar along the lines of the seminar previously
offered in "Legal Education". The Seminar will be conducted
by the Supervisor and hopefully, with cooperative assistance
of one or more interested faculty members. Its goals will include methods of instruction in, and evaluation of, research,
writing and advocacy. Sessions will be scheduled to provide
"lead time" for the judges who will be in charge of the Case
Club exercises. The Supervisor will also have the responsibility
for supervising the minority tutorial program in the same
manner as that task is now performed by Instructors. The demand
on Instructors' time from this responsibility apparently has
not been very great.

B.
"uniors). In future years
judges an c er s w
e se ecte
y the Supervisor after
consultation with faculty case club advisors (if they desire
participation), and faculty section chainnen (if they desire).
It is assumed but not required that most senior judges will
have been junior clerks or will be selected from those who
have displayed superior skill in writing and advocacy in their
participation in the Campbell competition.

A. The Assistant Dean Su ervisor).
The Dean believes that
we can attract, and a ord, an outstanding young lawyer, for
a non-tenure, administrative, position to supervise the program.

Details~

Ou~line of Proposal:
Supervision of the program will rest
wnn a fUTl-cime Assistant Dean whose major job will be
successful implementation and supervision of the program.
The program's administration will continue to be structured
as a part of the required first year case club sections.
Senior judges (senior law students) will be assigned the
basic small-group instructional responsibility. Their responsibilites will be to prepare exercises and problems,
instnlct in writing and advocacy techniques, and evaluate
performance, under the supervision of the Assistant Dean
(hereafter Supervisor) who in turn, at least during the first
year, will consult with a special faculty committee. The
S~?ervisor will be expected: (l) To supervise the work of the
senior judges and junior clerks 1 (a) to insure that the latter
are performing their duties, (bJ to exercise final judgment
with respect to the appropriateness of problems and exercises,
and (c) generally to resolve problems arising in ·connection
with the program. (2) To supervise, with the aid of BLSA and
La Raza (if those organizations continue to take an interest)
the minority tutorial program. Within the basic guidelines,
a measure of autonomy will be affordec each club so that the
Senior Judge (hopefully >vith advice and support of his case
club advisor) ~ay tailor the program to fit interests of the
First Year Section in which case club members are enrolled.

(Appendix A) - page

V.
A.

R~

(Research Writing

"Synthesis" Exercise
Goals should
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4. Initial Advocacy (Appellate) Exercise - Brief and Oral
Argument.

3. Initial Research and Writing Exercise (//1).
include:
· · Identification of Legal Issue
Research
Organization

2.

1. Library Orientation and "Simple" Research Problem:
Library Staff and Judges (Case Club units]. (Introd~.:ctory
Lectures on "Hork of the Lawyer" Counseling, Identification
of Legal Issues, "People Factors" Initial Introduction to
Trial Process, App,ellate Process;· the role of Non-Judicial
Adjudication The 'legal material": working with statutes,
cases).

~Term

Tentative Su2gested Program - First Year
Advocacy).

D. Section Chai~en. Under the present system each section
has a faculty chairr.:an who has the authority to superdse the
section's work. That power is not always exercise~ (nor was
its exercise ever vie••ed as mandatory). It is suggested that
the faculty of each section decide whether or not to have a
chairman. If they decide in favor of a chairman, the Dean shall
select one, and the chair~an a~d faculty of the section say exercise as much control as thef wish with respect to the activities in that section (including the selection of judges and
clerks for the follo1ving year).

C. 1.-'ncultv Ac!vi!'nr!'. In recent ti.mc.."i facully ndvir.o::!< hnvc
seriiCd""t~ rol<'S: <:H.!visors to tt:c studclltS in th~ir ca~<'
clubs on personal and acade~ic matters; logical first chcic~s
when faculty is sought to assist in judging oral a:::gu::1en~s;
and sources for greater student-faculty contact through enLertainment of students at the faculty oember's home. The case
club advisor under the current syste:n has little to do ,,•ith
the operation of the case club itself, in part because fac~l~y
members do not aluays cheerfully seek such participation. :md
in part because under the current system the case club is not
a unit independent of the section. (E.g., problems and exercises are usually prepared for the whole section, not for the
individual club.) This proposal makes greater participa:~cn
by the advisor possible. The policy sugg sted is to.enco~::age
faculty participation in problem preparat o:1, etc., but only
gently, while maintaining the other funct ons of advisors.

::1
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VI.

Second-round Appellate Advocacy Exercise

An optional alternative might be:
to Trial Practice

3.

4.

Pleadings
Witness Interview
Trial_Exercise

-

-8-

A minimum program as outlined appears feasible after
consideration of the time parameters of judges and students.
Enrichment is possible with additional input by Case Club
advisors and others, such as the "seminars" conducted for members of "the College" in 1970-71 and the social, discussion
11
get-togethers" of the Club.

It is designed to emphasize development of skills in
written expression (including organization), oral expression
and legal research. It should also serve as an introduction
to the legal process and the la"-yer' s roles. Naterials should
be related to areas under consideration in the First Year substantive and procedure courses; hopefully the exercises will
fill the desires of students to relate course materials to
"real-life, current is sues of concern-'' and afford a bas is for
relating materials encountered in the various courses, on a
·selective basis. As the program develops, opportunities will
exist for implementation of the aim of the more traditional
"Legal Process" or "Legal Method" courses within the format
suggested.

Notes: 'The program set forth represents a program deemed
RI~A prograr.~ carrying 2 hours credit, snread
over the first year, directed by an Assistant Dean and· structured
within the Case Club format, 1,;ith allocation of major responsibility and a reasonable measure of choice to the Case
Club personnel (Judge, Clerk, Faculty Advisor).

b.
c.
d.

a. Initial Lectures; Pleading, Evidence, Anatomy of
a Trial

An Introduction

Advanced Research and Writing Exercise (Multi-Course
problem.

a. Initial Legal ~1~morandum
b. Lcgnl IJocurncnt L>ra(t
c. Written Crit:iqu<! of Document drawn by another
student (contract, lease, etc.)

Drafting Exercise

2.

l.

Second Term

1'eaSib le for an

B.

/

,.·
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There is no guarantee, obviously, that the present
proposal will prove to be the long sought for panacea a~d we
would be the first to admit that it constitutes a ga~ble.
Suffice it to say that the majority of the Co:r.:nitt:ee feels
that it is well worth trying, and offers reasonable prospects
of success. All of us would agree that given unli=.ited re. sources a somewhat different program might be proposec. We
have, however, proceeded on the assumption that under present
<:ircumstances the program is subject to existing lioitations
on the use of financial resources and faculty time.

While a specimen program is set forth we do propose a
certain amount of autonomy for each Senior Judge to pe~it
flexibility in developing the program in line with the work of
the particular First Year Section and the particular interests
of those connected with that particular case club (hopefully
developed through cooperative efforts of the case club judge
and faculty advisor, though with recognition that the co~itments
of the latter may vary from cl"ub to club). t.re would be remiss
if we did not emphasize that the potentiality of success depends
very heavily in this program, as in any program, upon the
personnel involved. Given the requisite enthusi&sm and commitment of the senior students, the Supervisor, and faculty, we
believe the program can ~e an outstanding success.

The Legal Education Seminar should afford an opportunity
• for discussion of the content and methodology of the suggested
program to be implemented by the individual case clubs, including appropriate methods to be followed in both the writinf;, re.scarch, advocacy and discussion phnscs o! the work. To th~ extent possible, the actual implementation of tho progrnm of the
club would be further refined by the cnso club judge and the
faculty advisor to that club (recognizing that the degree of
of commitment of case club advisors may vnry). The Supervisor
would, of course, be available for consultation '~ith the various
case club judges and would, of necessity, have to assu~e the
"Trouble shooting" role if that became necessary. As in the
past, the senior judges would receive a salary for the actual
time spent in connection with the work of the club ftself. Re•
cognizing the burdens upon the senior judges, the Seminar itself would be more concentrated in the early phases of each
semester and, indeed, if the program is to be implemented, a
good·deal of the work in designing the program should be coopleted befo:r;e the end of the present se:cester and individual
tailoring of the program should proceed, prior to the begin:-.ing
of the Fall semester.
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